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Abstract

The dissertation proposed an approach, named “Signal Optimization Under Rail Crossing Safety Constraints” (SOURCAO), to the traffic signal control near a highway rail grade crossing (HRGC). SOURCAO targets two objectives: HRGC safety improvement (a high priority national transportation goal) and highway traffic delay reduction (a common desire for virtually all of us). Communication and data availability from ITS and the next generation train control are assumed available in SOURCAO.

The first step in SOURCAO is to intelligently choose a proper preemption phase sequence to promote HRGC safety. An inference engine is designed in place of traditional traffic signal preemption calls to prevent the queue from backing onto HRGC. The potential hazard is dynamically examined as to whether any queuing vehicle stalls on railroad tracks. The inference engine chooses the appropriate phase sequence to eliminate the hazardous situation.

The second step in SOURCAO is to find the optimized phase length. The optimization process uses the network traffic delay (close to the control delay) at the intersections within HRGC vicinities as an objective function. The delay function is approximated and represented by multilayer perceptron neural network (off-line). After the function was trained and obtained, an optimization algorithm named Successive Quadratic Programming (SQP) searches the length of phases (on-line) by minimizing the delay function. The inference engine and proposed delay model in optimization take the on-line surveillance detector data and HRGC closure information as input.

By integrating artificial intelligence and optimization technologies, the independent simulation evaluation of SOURCAO by TSIS/CORSIM demonstrated that the objectives are reached. The average network delay for 20 runs of simulation evaluation is reduced over eight percent by a t-test while the safety of HRGC is promoted. The sensitivity tests demonstrate that SOURCAO works efficiently under light and heavy traffic conditions, as well as a wide range of HRGC closure times.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Promoting highway rail grade crossing (HRGC) safety is one of the nation's priority transportation goals. However, accidents reveal that further research needs to be done on HRGC. During the past five years, there were 2358 fatalities at HRGCs across the States, which results in property damage of about 140 million dollars (BTS 2000).

HRGC safety is approached by both railroad and highway authorities. On the railroad side, the most common safety measures aim at preventing highway vehicles from entering the right of way within a grade crossing to conflict with trains. For example, traffic signal control and active warning devices (including gates) installed at grade crossing are considered the highest form of protection at HRGC, short of grade separation (ITE 1997).

On the highway side, in addition to the safety concerns at grade crossing, the congestion and the traffic delays are of interest. Closure of HRGC to yield railroad operations aggregates the highway vehicle delays. In a congested area, such a waiting queue would extend to nearby highway intersections, and further worsen the highway traffic situation. It is quite common that the highway intersection queue would spill back onto the railroad tracks as well.

If the latter occasion is likely to happen, the vehicles on the rail tracks threaten the safety of a grade crossing. Therefore, highway traffic signals are usually interconnected to the railroad track circuits, which preempt the signals to respond arrival/departure of a train. The preemption is assumed to clear the vehicles on the tracks before the arrival of the train. Although the preemption provides the extra safety protections to grade crossing, it could agonize the highway drivers in a congested traffic network because the preemption interrupts the normal highway traffic operations.
The literature review in CHAPTER 2 reveals numerous researches in traffic signal optimization for public transit preemption. However, none of traffic signal optimization algorithms has been found to be incorporated with the railroad preemption operations. Moreover, although it is uncovered that engineers have been advocated to pay attention to the preemption design elements (interconnection distance and when to preempt), the preemption practices are controversial. Therefore, one motivation behind this research is trying to bridge the gap between highway traffic signal optimization and railroad operations, or equivalently, trying to bring the railroad preemption and safety into highway traffic signal optimization.

Although it is realized, that traffic optimization with HRGC safety consideration needs more data and communication links than the most current systems could provide. The development of the high-speed train (HST) could provide needed data. Besides, Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), designed to improve the efficiency of the national transportation system, could make it possible to better coordinate the highway traffic optimization with the railroad operations as well.

1.2 Objectives

Before the dissertation goes further, some naming conventions are explored. First of all, Highway Rail Grade Crossing (HRGC) is adapted as the uniform term in this dissertation to replace Grade Crossing, Highway-Rail Crossing, Rail-Highway Grade Crossing, Roadway-Rail Intersections, Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing and Highway Rail Intersection. Next, the term "traffic control" connotes "highway/street traffic control" near an HRGC and does not include the grade crossing access control, unless it is specified. The railroad traffic signal control is not an object in this dissertation. Finally, the proposed system is named as “Signal Optimization Under Rail Crossing sAfety cOnstraints” and is abbreviated as SOURCAO.
In summary, grade crossing is a junction of the railroad and the highway judiciaries; therefore, both the railroad and the highway users’ concerns are addressed, and two objectives are formed. On the railroad side, the safety of a grade crossing is of the largest concern. The first objective of the proposed system is to promote the safety of grade crossing by preventing the highway traffic queue from backing onto the tracks. On the highway side, in addition to improving the safety at a grade crossing, the second objective is to minimize the traffic delay incorporated with preemption and railroad operations.

1.3 Solution

The author tries to integrate state-of-the-art technologies (intelligent agents, neural networks, optimization and objective-oriented modeling) to achieve the targeted objectives. The solution is divided into two steps, corresponding to the two objectives stated above.

The first step is to intelligently choose a proper preemption phase sequence to promote grade crossing safety. In the proposed system, an inference engine is designed to prevent the queue from backing onto a grade crossing. The inference engine is in place of traditional traffic signal preemption calls to take the on-line surveillance detector data and grade crossing closure information as input. The potential hazard is dynamically examined as to whether any queuing vehicle stalls on railroad tracks. The inference engine could eliminate the hazardous situation.

The second step is to find the optimized phase length. The optimization process uses the traffic network delay (close to the control delay) at the intersections within grade crossing vicinities as an objective function. The delay calibration is based on the proposed model in this research, and the model takes surveillance detector data as input. The optimization is implemented through two steps. In the first step, the delay function is approximated and represented by a multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network (off-line training). After the function is trained and obtained, an optimization algorithm named
Successive Quadratic Programming (SQP) searches the optimized length of phases so that total delays in the network can be minimized (on-line).

The proposed system is validated and evaluated through a TSIS/CORSIM simulated traffic environment. The validation and the evaluation of the proposed system examine the correctness and effectiveness of the proposed system through a case study.

1.4 Organization of the Dissertation

The next chapter (CHAPTER 2) presents the literature review. CHAPTER 3 illustrates the overview of the entire dissertation; in CHAPTER 3, after the goals of the research are introduced, the methodologies applicable to the research follow. Moreover, the interface between the proposed system and the evaluation software (TSIS/CORSIM) is emphasized and the sub-systems are introduced. CHAPTER 4 formulates the objective functions of the proposed system in this research. The chapter introduces the surveillance for both safety and delay first. Next, a delay model is proposed to incorporate with delay surveillance. Finally, a multilayer perceptron network is applied to forecast the delay. CHAPTER 5 presents the methodologies towards the solution of the objective functions. The details of intelligent agent design and SQP algorithm are addressed. CHAPTER 1 describes the validation and the evaluation of the proposed systems. The validation includes the proposed delay model, the neural network forecast, the traffic control intelligent agent and the SQP algorithm. The evaluation of the proposed system is based on a case study. Finally, CHAPTER 1 presents conclusion and recommendations.